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ABSTRACT 'I
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Six anomalies in achievement test scores encountered
by the'Aditin Independent'School District are described. These
include crossing gaps with uninterpolated medians; total group median

'4., declines while all subgroups:. medians rise; outlying total
percentiles; percentile andgrade equivalent growth antithesis; same
wjade equivalent earning a.different percentile, in each content area;
and the median,, does not represent any group. Evaluators and .

4reseirchers must.know how t distinghish real achievement/gains from
tartifactual: gains result4hg from anomalies such as those discussed in
this paper. It is necessary to determine when an inconsistency is an
error and when it 'Oar) explainable anomaly. When -interpreting
achievement test sco4es, ihteragtion of types of scores such as
percentiles and grade equPoglentsp shifts in student demdgraphics,
and non-noimal distributions within groups being tested need to be
carefully considered: The factors causing the anomalies and possible

I solutions ire discussed. (DWH)
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Maybe we missed a few classes in our graduate. statistics coufses, or-
possibly our. problems are not technical enough to_ merit journal ern.
Iles. At any rate, we were temporarily stunned wb!Sm unexpected .

anomalies and mystifying inconsistencies began to haunt'our
reporting of'achievement test scores., We also had been collecting a
list of questions which often cpnfusediteachers and other school staff.
This paper pulls these anomalies and quesions.together to serve as a
reference fort anyone who reports achievement test rtsults.

Can e

the total group combined?

. Can h ethnic group gain while the total group's
declines?

ch ethnic. group gain more in a year than does

. Can a roup's percentile median on each,subtest be_
higher than. the g- roup's median on the total score?

) Can a tudent gain a year in grade equivalents and
lose p rcentile points?

. .Why is the same grade equivalent equal to two dif-
ferent percentile ranks in reading and math?g

o

Can the ,gap between two ethnid groups' achievement
dedreaseat each indi '4dual grade leVel from 'one
year to the next but continue to widen from one
grade to 'the next?

.

. Can a school's median percentile misrepresent the
.actual -student population?

0

f °

This paper-approaches.these issues Prom a practitioner's perspective.
As evaluators and researchers why report achievement test scores, we
need to understand when, an inconsistency is an error and when'it is
merely'an explainable. anomaly.
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- ANOMALY 1: CROSSINGS GAPS WITI UNINTERPOLATED MEDIANS

,.;
, . (changing,Subtly by Leaps and Bounds)
,,..

.

When twp or more subgroups or component's change in'a pOsitive orqiegative direction
' from one specific point, in time to another point in time, we expect the total,

'.grotp,to'reflect this change and be thesum tot #1 of the changes, or at least
as large as the smallestikgroup change. For 44'ample (see Figure 1) if these.
.three groups change by fiveVoints, we might expect the_total_group to change
'by five points. -

. 1

In the"case of A1SD districtwide aciieilment results, this pattern does not,:
follow, as we foundoUt in the lqw -81 School,year. That was the second year
in which. we used the Iowa Tests of:BaSic'Skills (ITBS), so we were anxious to
see how our achievement chanted from the initial- yeaV of the ITBS use, 1979-8Q.
The achievement results were particularly important bscause1.980 -81 was the'. ti '

firstlyeer Oflarge -scale,'court -ordered busing for 'desegregation.

,,

In AHD the junior high students are 'tested in February, so they were the!,
first "test case" for us of the ITBS norms over time.

, . ,

Our initial analysis of the grade 7 Reading Total(RT) 'result by ethriicity
.looked excellent in. terms Of..percentile gains (see Figure2). Our,DistrIct ,-

I

RT median percentile score for Blacks rose b,a1 7 %ile poinis, as did the Dis-
itilctruedian percentile score for HispaOids. We ,looked at the RT score-
for'our Anglo/Other students an& found that it had risen by ,4 %ile points:.
By this time we Oere.ecstatic. We looked, eagerly for:the,Districtscore
for all Students tested - amid found ohiy.e,2 %ile point increase. Disappoint -

:ment'aet -iv. How could sUch,a small overall increase result from such large
subgroup, increases? , , .

...
,.:'J.

-o*,.
.

As believers in fully checking Out our numbers; we ran i frequency distribu- ,

'tion'of the scores. to verify that the-middle score was in fact-at the median
score,that we had calculated. It was. The.problem now became explaining'

1 these.resultattO our S4hool Board, and the Austin .public. What-happened to
cause this anomaly in the scares? - 4 'o'

'
e.- . - . ,

First,, for a gigrem test, all 99 'percentile ranks may not be achievable. The. .

gaps between achievable percentiles vary in.sizeat different points ,in the
diatribufiloa. Typically in,.the ml`ddl.e percentile ranges, not all perOentiles ,

° are possib4e;'while at the extremes, each per'cen'tile rank Is possible. 111%-::=

"thecase Ofodr grade'7 RT scores, a small Change.in-raw score moved'each ethnic )
group's uninterpolated median across a, gap which was larger than the:!gap spanned

,
by the qhange in the total group median. The net result was that our RT gains

. by ethnicity were impressive, using median percentiles, while our -gain -as a
.

, . bistrict was not as impressive.."
- i

,..,:f.- , .

. ,
* As noted in Figure'3,. the .gaim in terms of grpde equivalent pripte,for RT was
smaller for tote Anglo students than filr.the Total group, but, the PerCentiie

-.- 4pAin,wai-f r, points compared to two points. This change Of fouripc centile
° points was the Smallest positive,le

of the scale a. ositive change was
,;changepossible that point on the RT pert!

gentile s ale, while the midd
limited t two perte 147points. i

/I a C. 0
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Secondly, because the medians for each year and each grpup were all independently
calculated, this possibility of large increases in subgroup scores and.qmaller
increases in the total group can dlwayatexist. Thesgindependent median calcu-
lations are not direct functions of each other. The subgroup medians do not have.
direct influence on the total group median score. Therefore the expected re-
lationships, as seen in the first figure, do not hold and should not be expected.

,

Our response to the problems encountered In this anomaly of large inCreallet in.
/ .

d

sub group scores but small increases in the- "total

medi percentile
group scores is wofold. First,

we .are investigating the, use of calculating ma /
score. AL we found ;out` over the past few years, a shift in the scores of a few
students by a single point can creaue a large difference in the 'median Percentile
point when based upon the actual middle-scoring student. tIf,this,shift.ia near
a large gap in the perc-intile tables, theiresulting median score may not provide
the most accurate p dictur of, districtwide achievement. An interpolated median
percentile will,allow for a score which; although not truly attainable, will .

x more accurately reflect the "middle" of the score distribution. We feel,this
will eliminate iandol increases/decielses in districtwide averages, which may,
not be actual changes in achievement but rather artifacts of the method used
to calculate the median percen le. The use of interpolated median percentile

' points should more accurately ssess "true" chtpges in achievement over time.

v. .

We also plan to give, more emphasis to-ITBS grade equivalent scores, which were
.developed as equal-interval scale. Through the use of grade,equivalent
scores we hp0e to have a b9ger representation of the, size of changes 'in achieve-
ment for groups in various! ranges of the dis'trib'ution. .
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\\GROUP TIME 1 JIME 2 CHALGE.

A 20 : 25 +5

<7%

30 5

Co :JO 75 \ +5

TOTAL 140 45 +5

Figure 1. C -sense relationshiP:betwasn,subgroup and total group-
p::::Itilesscores over time.

I

t a

1980, 1981.
EDINIC,ITY MEDIAN ADM

BLACK . . /20 2r

'spar! c
,

ANGLO /OTHER

TOTAL

23

o a.

-67

` 50.

-30

ir

-h7

7173. - + 4
+2-

52

_

Figure 2.. A c:onfailson of mndian.parcentilet scores by ethnicity. . .
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ANOMALY 2: TOTAL GROUP'S MEDIAN DECLINES WHILE ALL SUBGNUPS' MEDIANS RISE
(How Three Positives Make a Negative)

Anomaly number two was discovered in the results of,our April 1981 ITBS elementary
school testing. We encountered a case where'the total median percentile and grade
equivalent scoreh/actually dropped, even though the ethnic subgroup median per-r
centile and mean grade equivalent Ayres rose. Again, on the surface, it seems
like that is not possible. We rechecked the data, Carefully multiplying theme
mean grade equivalent score for each etfinic group by the total number of stu-:
dents in that` group. The results were verified'7:three positives did in fact
make,a negative. Houk`?

As seen in Figure 4, there was a shift in the school system's population by
ethnicity from 1980 to 1981. There was now a lower overall proportionof
Anglo students 'in the District. Thishigher achieving group exerted less up-
ward influence onithe 198], District total score. Even though every ethnic
grOup's Mean grade equivalent score ose, the total'was.influenced less, by
the highest achieving group.

A second factor entering into the' picture vas a change in the percentage of
ipudents taking the test in 1980 and in 1981, by ethnicity. An increve in.
Eke percentage of Black and Hispanic students tested in 1981 over 1980 raised

.

the proportion of lower achieving minority,studentsrepiesented in the district-
wide mean grade equivalent score., .

'
1

With this second anomaly, the explanations, of the test results are logical,
and even obvious when one concentrates on the phenomena involved. But if one
looks only at the numbers, the results alone,,,the achievement picture is
puzzling. . . .

.
.

t
,

Our response to this anomalx,. a decrease in total group score while the
subgtoups'increased, focused on estimating the,impaqt of shifts in ethnicity
and-the'number of students tested. WC\calcul4tea an estimate of the 1981 grade
equivalent scores, based uppn the'1980. scores. Achievement wad held constant,
but we took into account the change in to emumber of students tested by. ethni-
city. ;These estimated 1981 grade, equivalent scores were,compared to the
actual 1981 scares to determine the expected change in achievement Which _could ,

be attributed to this shift ie composition-and number of students tested.
.

.
,

t l'" Arough the use of,these projected;:sco*es; AISD scorea"qh reading would be-
.expectedtto be lower in 1981 in grades 1-7 and higher in grade S. A comparison

- '---, of these ;projected scoreswith actual 1981 achievement indicated that:

1
. .

.
.

. .

. "'Achievement iiproved rather than declined in gradea 1, 2,
and-$-7.

. aChieVementIa. grades 3 and 4 declild some, buto more .

is tharce4ected.t , \-. ' : _,

V

, achievement in grade 8 imprOved e than expectea.,.
.

6.1

Wit?are fitxialso-xepotting longitudinal data for_students who have teen tested
every year, thue,..,mailltioUr year-to-year comparisons 'on ehe same students rathe

.

than merely on groups whose make-up might shift.

.v!
4

(.
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ElhC _ 1980-MEANG,E, I981IfANG, , N MEAN
ArE ,VOI.

BLACK 3a9 760 e 3,30 '757' +.11 -3

`HISPANIC '-. 3,33.' 1078 1 3,37 1108 +.04' +30

ANGLO/OTHER 4,46 2443 4,50. 19 17'. +.04 5?6

'TOTAL 3,95 4281 3;93 3782 -.02 -.499/
4 .

.

Figure 4. Comparison of changes in mean grade equivalent scores from 1980

to 1981 , .,ITBS, ReadingTotal, Grade 3, AID, '

\
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\ANOMALY 3: THE OUTLYING TOTAL PERCENTILES
1 -

,(The Junior High Principal PaniC)

We encountered. this issue while interpreting median and 'quartile scores for a
group of junior high principals. Although our computer programs had} been checked
a dozen times., the principals noticed that their totals were often nbticably
lowei or higher than their subtests. Controlled panic began. Of course, every-
thing wah calculated coirdctly, and another anomalywas added to out list,

The psychometrically gaive educator expectg total scores to be...somehow arith-
,

metically a IUnction.of subtest %cores. Unfortunately, the farther away 'from
the.50thIpercentile that scores fail, the more likely that ,the total -percentile
will be farther apJay)fram 50 than are all the subtest-percentiles. Figure 5
presents examples to illustrate this anomaly., °

- - .of 0
.When all subtext' percentiles are, consistently loy (or high), the percentile fdr
the totO. test will usually be eVelower (orzhigher) rather than being about
midway among the subtest percentiles. .The explanation for pis lies in the
nature of...the score distributions. An individual student may score Very low on
one subtest but somewhat higher on the others. A pattern of very low scores on

. all subtests is less common and results in a total score which falls even lower
in the ,distribution (i ;e., riceives) a lower percentile,rank).

.

A
The outlying tonal percentile occtixs frequently with individuals' scores.'.
However, group averages are even more:prone to this phenomenon. For a group,
the average s4)test scores tend to be more similar than. are the subtest scores
for individuals. When first- agd third-quartile points are reported, the out-
lying total percentile is quit% common.

. . -

44

GRAH PERCENTILE RANK

EQ Ul VAL:NT Ll L2 L3

1

2p9
.

.9

) .

12 11 11 15 -9

51 ,.4, _. 51 51 51t 51

90 90 90 87 93
. , %

Figure.5. :Comparison.of percentile, ranks associated with the same graide
eqUivalent'forlow, average, and hi0 achievers-1MS, language
tests: grade fte, spring norms. 4
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ANOMALY 4: THE PERCENTILE AND GRADE EOIVALENT 'GROWTH ANTITHESIS
(a. What Goes Up Can'Also'Go Down, at the Same Time.) ..

1
,

. . i

(b. the iprrieder ; GA, the More'Behinder I Get.)
. .

r.

'
. ,.

Conclusions about a student's gtowth in achievement may be lantithetical depending
upon the choice,of grade equivalents or percentiles as the statistic to use in .

expressing gains. A student must maintain or improve a percentile-rank.for
achievement to be considered as progressing well.. in grade equivalents, a stu-
dent

I

must gain 1.0 in a calendar year to'have demonstrated a year's normal growth,
Unfortunately, neither represents a complete picture of achievement groWth, and
either alone may be misinterpreted.

i. Consider a student who scores at the 27th percentile-in grade 3 and at
the 28th percentile in grade 4 (Lantuage Total,Iowa Tests of Basic
Skills, 1978, spring norms).

._ Did this student make better than avdrage progress? .

. Did this student make more than a year's growth?
: T's this student Closer to being "on grade,leval in grade 4?'

) The simple answer to each of these three questions is "No." Even thOugh ,
.--

the student's percentile rank improved, the growth in grade equiValents
, .was only froth" 3.0 to 3.9.

Consider another student who scored at the 5.1 grade equivalent.level in
grade 3 and at the 6.2 level in grade 4 (same test).'

Did this student's percentile rank also improve?
. Did this student make the gain that is expected of students

this far' abovt grads levelf.' --
. ' The answer to these.two questions is "No." Even though more than one year's

growth was achieved, this student's percentile rank was' 78 in grade 3 and .

. 77 in .grade 4.

What is also interesting is that the achievement gap between this high
achiever and this low adhieVer increased by 0.2 grade equivalent while
their percentile rank gap closed by two points.

To generalize, a student m4ygain more than_1.0 grade equivalent and
still realize a decline in percentile radk. On the other hand, a
student may gain less thaa_10 grade equivalent and realizea rise in-

. itrcentile rank. Obviously, the two-scales are not linked in a direct
o gain
to

manner. Students who'score below thalirst quartile do not have
1.0 'grade equivalent in.a"year to maintain their rankiag,relat
other low achievers; -however, students who, score dhove the thir quartile
must gain more than 1.0 grade equivalent to maintain-their ranking
among 'the high achievers.

as
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-
,

'\ . , ,
. .

... Percentiles are important in interpreting gains because they provide
the basis for answering -the question ""Did the student's ranking-Change?"
Grade- equivalents, on the other hand, do nOt'answetthis question. They

'.answer the question "How much,4id the ptudent learn'?" Thegrade equi-
valent scale answers this question 4.4...units,roughly equivalent to one

;year's growth k.or'an average (50th petcehtile) student._
.

With this distinction between thetwo scales being clear, the apparent
a. antithesis in:growth is mote easily understood. Bigh-; average. -, ,anti

loW-pchieving'students.may-Milintain their various rankings in the
population while making' different grade equivalent gains. Only at
the 5041 percentile levk would a gain. of 1.Q 'grade equivalent' be
necessary and sufficient to Maintain the same percentile tan.

.1' ,

.F4.4re 6' presents an example -afthis-iasue hg the, Iowa Tests of
tkills, 197Bt."Languagejotal no for the spring.? gradeS

A 25t percentile third-grade st ent who maintains'thatranking.
acros's three years of instruction will gain 2.42 .pade equivalents /

coIpa'red tq a gain of3.35 for a 75th percentile student: These two
.___students will haVe maintained their relative rankings; however, the

gaPlofetween them will have increased by over nine months in.three
years. To have,prevented this gap from widening,. the. 25th percentile
student would have7heedea an increase from the 25th to the 41st percen-
ckle across these three years. -fox these two.students, equal gains

' in grade equivalents would have resulted.in a 16 percentile point
greater gain for the lower achiever.

PERCENTILE . GRADE EQUIVALENT\ THREE-EAR-4

CRAVE 3 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE,
6

25. 2,93 3,75 , 4.55 5.35. 142.
... -4.

50. i.85'
1

4,85 5.80 6.5 3.00.

-

75.4 4.95 .. 6.95 7.15 'MO 3.35

Figur& 6. Grade- equivalent' gains made by low, average, and high-achievers
yhomaintain the same percentile rank! across three years --ITBSI,
Language-Total, spring .norms.
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t

2 . /.

.l . 4 . : ' ''..
b. For IndividuaPtddents, the. importande 6,f inspecting both percentifies. . 'and 'grade equivalents when interpreting aclievement growth is ob'vious :.

from the preceedingexaMpAe. The sameimporan9e' is present when;
considering measures of central tendepCY for grpupsz A frequent analysis
for publicsschool systems i. a compariSon of ithe. gap between minority and" .1

majority, student' grous'. achievenient levels 'from one 'school year to
.another. When'one group's median scores are'above the .50th percentile
and the other's are. below'ts there is real potential 'for-simplistic don- s

I elusions which may be .misleading a . .
,

,..

0 a

.

. .
. . ,,,,..After a couple of' years of re..por4ng

-
that the fiercentile' gq between ' °.:Our minority stUdents)and our majority -students had been narrowing,'

we aided to project when the gap would be Closed if 'current ,trends" a
continued. What we found was that the.-gap-would.not ever close. In
Sh9rt, we `found that the minorl,ties wete gaining less from year to
year. in terms of grade equivalents than were the majorities. The
higher gains 'in percentiles were an artifact of their relative lo- ,

.4_ . . ,cation in the distribution of scores.
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ANOMALY ; THE SAME GRADE EQUIVALENT EARNS A DIFFERENT
'-rERCENTILE IN EACH CONTENT AREA.
(Six of One is Larger than Half'a Dozen of. -

the'Othei)'' _

So many educators who are surpSised when they find thata
grade equilialent of 8.2 is:the 90th percentilein language

-but.the 96th percentile in math are the same people who
-say "of course"-when someone states that children vary.
more in their language skills than in their math skills:
People-'can get quite frustrated, tioweNter, to find that 's

they cannot straightforwardly compare'grade equivalents
across content areas.

4

Figure 7 presents the percentiles associated with certain
grade equivalents for the ITBS Language Total and Math
Total, grade 5,_spring_norms., NotiCe that only at the
50th percentile are the two percentile scales matched up.
Hydefinition, they have to match at the 50th percentile.

,However, 1.nce math skills do vary less across tudents
thawdo language'skills, the math percentiles change' more
.slowly as one goes either highef or lower from the 50th
perCentile. 4

A student who is at the 90th percentile on both tests
receives a grade equivalent bf 8.2 on Language Total and .

a 7.6 on Math Total. This student is farther ahead of
the *same proportion of peers in both.a4as, but is farther
above glade level in math.

.1

;

NI; e

Figure 7. Comparison of grade'equivalent and percentile'
scores= -ITBS, LInguage Total and Math Total,
grade 5;ssprihg norms.
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ANOMALY 6: THE MEDIAN DOES NOT REPRESENT ANY GROUP
(Nobody Wants to be 'Considered Average.)

Achievement test ad.,?reshave-a mystique. School persorniei may feel uncomfortable.
talkihg about theeWdause they do not understand the terms used, such as per:-
centile, grade equivalents,* standard error, or normal curve equivalent. Even
in districts where intensive efforts have been made to educate the personn41 to
a few terms, anxiety_and misunderstanding still abound. Our office has.attempted
to 'ensure that all AISD-school personnel understand the basic statistic used in ,-
reporting our achievement results: the median percentile score. We have not
been truly, successful.

a'
o.

A partial explanation for this inability to understand this "simple" concept
may be that it is not, as discovered during examination of our 1981 test results,
a simple concept in practice. 'There are times w1en the median percentile score
for a school does not really represent any single group of students (grouping
along traditional lines,, like ethnicity). In this.situation the score may seem
incorrect and meaningless, and school personnel may indeed lose confidence in

* the utility of the score.

Figure 8, provides a case in which' the mediak plicentile score for alt'students
tested does not really represent any one group of students by ethnicity. In
reading, the Anglo/Other median was 31 points higher than the total group median,
with the medians for Black and Hispanic stgetentsit8 and 20 points,lower than
the total group median percentile score. The third- quartile scores for the
Black and Hispanic students, are lower than the total grOup median score, and.
the first-quartile score for the Anglo/Other group is equal to the total group ".
median percentile score. Thus we have two contrasting groups in terms of

. achievement, the Anglo/Other and the Black/Hispanic. The total group median
percentile ii a score which really does not represent any group in the. lool.

Ethn city aside', this is a'school which has many high achievers azM many low
a evers'aad fewer average onesdefinitely bimOdal. A single school median

ks this. Whenever possible, subgroUp medians need to be examined prior, to
using a total group median to describe a school. ,

.

Total Black Hispanic Anglo/Other

Number Tested A. '428 66 132 230

Third Quartile 63 %ile 21 %ile 24 Zile
Median 30 %ile 12 %ile 10 %ile

First Quartile.. 10 %ile 5 Zile 4 %ile

77 %ile
61 %ile %-

30 Zile

'igure 8. 1981 STEPII Percentile Scores, rade 9, Reading.
(Actual School Data)
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_Conclusion
4

In.additian b curriculum /test content matches, reliability estimates,
anda dozen other, issues which confound the straightforward interpre-
tatign of achievement test scores, the interadtion of typet of scores,
such'as 'percentiles and grade equivalents, shifts in student dem.o'graph-,
ics,and non-normal distributions within groups being tested must be
carefully consideled in interpreting achievement test results. This
paper describes six Odmalies which have betn recently encountered by
cuscho91 system: As long ab we evaluators and researchers are called
upon:to interpret test results, we must be able to distinguish real
achievemen pins froth artl.factual pins resulting from anomalies such
as thesediecussed here.
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